Pre-Approved Course Listing

This document lists pre-approved courses for MAIA and MAGP specializations. In addition, all are pre-approved (*except as listed immediately below*) as electives for the MAIA, MGP, and MAIR degrees, as are all IR-designated courses at the 500-level and higher. This list is for internal use and listing on Pardee School website but is not included in the Bulletin.

*Classes in the Religious Tradition category are not pre-approved electives for students outside the MAIA Religion & International Relations specialization, unless they are offered by the Pardee School. Also, COM classes are not pre-approved electives for students who are not in the MAIA International Communications specialization, with the exceptions of CM 831, JO 516, and courses offered by the COM Summer London Program.

Students in the **MAIA Diplomacy** specialization will take IR 535 Diplomacy & Statecraft (4 credits) and at least five courses (20 credits) from the following list of courses (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):

- IR 501 (PO 554) Conflict & Cooperation in Asia
- IR 503 (PO 503) The U. S. in the Middle East
- IR 505 Arms Control & Proliferation of Weapons
- IR 506 India & the World: The Foreign Policy of a Rising Power
- IR 511 The Middle East Today
- IR 513 (PO 525) Bureaucracy & Governance: A Comparative Inquiry
- IR 514 (HI 533) Empire & Power: British Foreign Policy, 1782 - Present
- IR 519 People Power in Global Politics
- IR 528 International Negotiations
- IR 531 Intercultural Communication
- IR 532 Trade Law & Development
- IR 538 (HI 538) France, Europe, & the World: History of French Foreign Rel. in Modern Times
- IR 545 The Arctic and Global Politics
- IR 546 Power & Legitimacy: Ideology as a Political Tool
- IR 548 United Nations Peace Operations
- IR 550 (PO 535) European Integration
- IR 553 Classics of International Relations
- IR 556 Current Intelligence Issues
- IR 561 (RN 561) Religion & International Relations
- IR 568 (PO 565) U.S.-Latin American Relations
- IR 573 Introduction to Public International Law
- IR 577 (PO 576) Foreign Policy of the People's Republic of China
- IR 579 (PO 552) Japan in International Politics
- IR 584 The United States & Sub-Saharan Africa
IR 589 (PO 582) North Atlantic/European Security Issues
IR 594 (GE 594) Global Environmental Negotiation & Policy
IR 598 International Business Intelligence & Security Practices
IR 711 (AN 711, PO 754) Civil Society & the State
IR 718 International Migration and Diaspora in World Politics
IR 732 Public Diplomacy
IR 723 (PO 528) The Political Economy of Advanced Industrialized Societies
IR 748 (SO 847) Global Sociology
IR 759 International Institutions for Finance, Development, and Trade
IR 760 The Political Economy of the European Union
IR 786 (PO 786) Conflict & State-Building in Africa
IR 788 (PO 789) International Relations of Asia-Pacific
IR 789 Globalization, Development, Governance
IR 794 (GE 794) Current Issues in International Environmental Affairs
IR 796 Cultural Heritage and Diplomacy

Students in the **MAIA Global Economic Affairs** specialization will take IR 592 Economic Development and International Institutions (4 credits) and at least five courses (20 credits) from the following list of courses (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):

IR 506 India & the World: The Foreign Policy of a Rising Power
IR 527 (PO 548) Political Economy of China
IR 529 Cuba in Transition
IR 532 Trade Law & Development
IR 550 (PO 535) European Integration
IR 551 (PO 536) Social Europe: Identity, Citizenship, & the Welfare State
IR 577 (PO 576) Foreign Policy of the People’s Republic of China
IR 579 (PO 552) Japan in International Politics
IR 587 Political Economy of the Middle East
IR 590 (PO 562) Political Economy of Latin America
IR 596 (PO 529) Globalization & Contemporary Capitalism in Advanced Industrialized Nations
IR 597 (GE 597) Development & Environment in Latin America
IR 705 Global Economic and Development Policy
IR 723 (PO 528) The Political Economy of Advanced Industrialized Societies
IR 748 (SO 847) Global Sociology
IR 758 (PO 785) Comparative Political Economy of China & India
IR 759 International Institutions for Finance, Development, and Trade
IR 760 The Political Economy of the European Union
IR 789 Globalization, Development, Governance

Students in the **MAIA Security Studies** specialization will take IR 703 International Security (4 credits) and at least five courses (20 credits) from the following list of
courses (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):

IR 501 (PO 554) Conflict & Cooperation in Asia
IR 503 (PO 503) The U. S. in the Middle East
IR 505 Arms Control & Proliferation of Weapons
IR 506 India & the World: The Foreign Policy of a Rising Power
IR 508 Islamic Political Movements & U.S. Policy
IR 509 (PO 556) Islam in Middle East Politics
IR 510 Comparative Immigration and Racial Politics
IR 511 The Middle East Today
IR 516 Intelligence & Homeland Security
IR 518 (PO 583) Gender & War
IR 519 People Power in Global Politics
IR 521 Congress & National Security
IR 526 National and Homeland Security Law
IR 534 (PO 571) Government & Politics of Contemporary Africa
IR 542 The Reemergence of Russia
IR 543 The Changing Face of Eastern Europe
IR 545 The Arctic and Global Politics
IR 546 Power & Legitimacy: Ideology as a Political Tool
IR 548 United Nations Peace Operations
IR 556 Current Intelligence Issues
IR 568 (PO 565) U.S.-Latin American Relations
IR 569 Politics & Society in North Africa & the Middle East
IR 577 (PO 576) Foreign Policy of the People’s Republic of China
IR 579 (PO 552) Japan in International Politics
IR 581 The Evolution of Strategic Intelligence
IR 589 (PO 582) North Atlantic/European Security Issues
IR 598 International Business Intelligence & Security Practices
IR 630 (PO 569) Money, Guns, and Power
IR 703 International Security
IR 706 The Iranian Revolution and Its Impact on the Middle East
IR 711 (AN 711, PO 754) Civil Society & the State
IR 778 Problems of Strategic Intelligence
IR 780 CIA’s National Clandestine Service
IR 786 (PO 786) Conflict & State-Building in Africa
IR 788 (PO 789) International Relations of Asia-Pacific

Students in the MAIA Religion specialization will take IR/RN 561 Religion and International Relations, RN 795 Humanities Approaches to Religion or RN 796 Social Science Approaches to Religion, and IR/AN 563 Public Religion and Politics across Cultures (12 credits) and at least four courses (16 credits) in a specific Religious Tradition from among four options (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):
Asian Religions
RN 612 Buddhism in America
RN 663 Zen Buddhism
RN 664 Buddhist Literature
RN 724 Core Texts and Motifs of World Religions: East
RN 725 Topics in South Asian Religion
RN 730 Topics in East Asian Religion
RN 660 Daoist Religion
RN 724 Core Texts and Motifs of World Religions: East
RN 730 Topics in East Asian Religion
AN 775 Culture, Society, and Religion in South Asia

Christianity
HI 704 Science and Christianity
RN 601 Varieties of Early Christianity
   RN 608 The Open Heaven: Apocalyptic Literature in Early Judaism and Christianity
   RN 668 American Evangelicalism
   RN 690 Archaeology in the Holy Land
RN 712 Theology of Christian Mysticism
TH 826 The Reformations
TH 827 American Church History
TH 847 Global Christianity
TM 910 History of Christian Mission
TM 863 African Christianity
TN 721 New Testament Introduction
TN 805 Pauline Studies

Islam
AN 532 Literacy and Islam in Africa
AN 548 Muslim Societies: An Interdisciplinary History
AN 755 Religious Fundamentalism in Anthropology
IR 507 Islam and Politics
IR 515 Muslim Societies: An Interdisciplinary History
IR 586 Islam in South Asian Politics
AN 707 Turkey and Middle East Perspective
AN 720 Women in the Muslim World
RN 616 Modern Islam
RN 638 Mysticism and Philosophy: Jewish and Islamic Perspectives
RN 640 The Quran
RN 641 Islamic Mysticism: Sufism
RN 644 Islam and the West
RN 645 Islamic Law
RN 648 Rumi and Persian Sufi Poetry
RN 690 Archaeology in the Holy Land
RN 725 Topics in South Asian Religion
RN 735 Women, Gender, and Islam

**Judaism**
RN 608 The Open Heaven: Apocalyptic Literature in Early Judaism and Christianity
RN 622 History of Judaism
RN 623 Classical Jewish Thought
RN 624 Introduction to Rabbinic Literature
RN 625 Early Jewish Mysticism
RN 626 Jewish Mystical Movements and Modernization
RN 629 Modern Jewish Thought
RN 630 American Jewish Experiences
RN 634 Dead Sea Scrolls
RN 637 Gender and Judaism
RN 638 Mysticism and Philosophy: Jewish and Islamic Perspectives
RN 684 The Holocaust
RN 685 Representations of the Holocaust in Literature and Film
RN 690 Archaeology in the Holy Land
RN 739 Jewish Bioethics
RN 760 Seminar on the Holocaust
TO 823 Jeremiah

Students in the **MAIA International Communication** specialization will take IR 531 Intercultural Communication, IR 732 Public Diplomacy, and CM 831 International Communication (12 credits) and at least three courses (12 credits) from among the following classes. These courses are grouped below according to the existing IRIC program’s “focused specialties” categories, but students will be able to choose freely among courses to fit their own educational objectives (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):

**International Journalism**
JO 721 Journalism Principles & Techniques
JO 722 Advanced Journalism Seminar
CM 556 Strategies for Issue Development & Policy Change (DC Only)
CM 831 International Communication
JO 502 Journalism Special Topics
JO 503 Journalism Research
JO 510 Government & the Press (DC Only)
JO 516 Foreign Reporting
JO 519 Narrative Radio
JO 523 The Presidency and the Media
JO 525 Media Law & Ethics
JO 534 Broadcast News for Non-Majors
JO 535 Investigative and Project Reporting
JO 538 Feature Writing
JO 540 Online Journalism
JO 550 Advanced Online Journalism
JO 703 Magazine Writing
JO 707 TV/Internet Reporting
JO 807 Advanced Journalism Research
COM JO 954 (8 credits) Print Directed Study Newsroom (DC Only)

**International Marketing**
CM 708 Principles & Practices of Advertising
CM 518 Creating Video Campaigns
CM 519 Interactive Marketing
CM 555 Writing for Multimedia
CM 702 Advertising & Society
CM 712 Consumer Insight & Account Planning
CM 716 New & Traditional Media Strategies
CM 717 Fundamentals of Creative Development
CM 721 Advertising Management
CM 722 Communication Research
CM 730 Marketing Communication
CM 738ELP Global Marketing Communication (London Only)
CM 744ELP International Political & Media Systems (London Only)
CM 809EB1 London Internship (London Only)
CM 909EB1 Project Research (London Only)
JO 804 International Business & Economics Reporting

**Public Relations**
CM 701 Contemporary Public Relations
CM 510 Computers in Communication
CM 513 Investor Relations
CM 515 Community Relations
CM 522 Managing Corporate Crises & Issues
CM 525 Public Relations Ethics
CM 534 Communication Strategies in Negotiation & Conflict Resolution
CM 535 Political Campaigning
CM 709 Corporate Public Affairs
CM 715 Public Relations in Nonprofit Settings
CM 738ELP Global Marketing Communication (London Only)
CM 742 Media Relations
CM 743 New Media and Public Relations
CM 744ELP International Political & Media Systems (London Only)
CM 809EB1 London Internship (London Only)
CM 831 International Communication
CM 909EB1 Project Research (London Only)

**Global Communications Technology Policy**
CM 514 New Communication Technologies
CM 510 Computers in Communication
CM 519 Interactive Marketing
CM 523 Design & Interactive Experience
CM 529 Design & New Media II
CM 555 Writing for Multimedia
CM 704 Contemporary Mass Media
CM 743 New Media & Public Relations
JO 540 Multimedia Publishing

Other COM Electives
CM 518 Creating Video Campaigns (CM 708, CM 717)
CM 534 Communication Strategies in Negotiation and Conflict Resolution
CM 701 Contemporary Public Relations
CM 704 Contemporary Mass Communication
CM 705 Writing for International Students
CM 707 Writing for Media Professionals
CM 723 Advanced Communication Research (CM 722) (spring only)
CM 729 Public Policy and Public Opinion
CM 734 Governmental Public Affairs (CM 701) (spring only)
CM 742 Media Relations (CM 701, CM 707)
CM 744 International Mass Media (Summer London Program only)
CM 745 Comparative Political Systems (Summer London Program only)
JO 516 Foreign Reporting
JO 526 Covering International Terrorism
JO 545 Reporting on Military Affairs
JO 577 Diplomatic Reporting

Students in the MAGP Environment specialization take IR/GE 594 Global Environmental Policy and Negotiation (4 credits) and at least 3 courses (12 credits) from the following list of courses (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):

1. GE 510 Physical Principles of the Environment
2. GE 516 Multivariate Analysis for Geographers
3. GE 519 Energy, Society, and the Environment
4. GE 521 Environmental Law and Policy
5. GE 522 The Development of Sustainable Environmental Responsibility
6. GE 550 Modeling Environmental and Social Systems
7. IR/GE 599 Science, Politics and Climate Change
8. GE 600 Environment and Development
9. GE 620 Methods of Environmental Policy Analysis
10. GE 700 Research Methods in Human-Environment Interactions

Students take 3 electives (12 credits) based on their specific environmental interests to be approved by the Director of Graduate Studies if not on the list of already pre-approved courses that include the following:
1. IR 500 BRICS and Global Environmental Politics
2. GE 505 Geographic Information Systems
3. GE 510 Physical Principles of the Environment
4. GE 516 Multivariate Analysis for Geographers
5. GE 519 Energy, Society, and the Environment
6. GE 521 Environmental Law and Policy
7. GE 522 The Development of Sustainable Environmental Responsibility
8. IR/GE 536 European Environmental Policy
9. GE 550 Modeling Environmental and Social Systems
10. GE 555 World Oil Markets
11. GE 560 Energy Transitions
12. IR 573 Introduction to Public International Law
13. IR/GE 597 Development and Environment in Latin America
14. IR/GE 599 Science, Politics and Climate Change
15. GE 600 Environment and Development
16. GE 620 Methods of Environmental Policy Analysis
17. GE 625 U.S. Environmental Policy
18. GE 660 Food, Energy and Water Policy
19. GE 675 Urban Ecology
20. GE 700 Research Methods in Human-Environment Interactions
21. GE 712 Regional Energy Models

Students in the MAGP Development specialization take IR 592 Economic Development and International Institutions and IR 606 Global Economic and Development Policy (8 credits) and 2 courses (8 credits) from the following list of courses (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):
1. IR 789: Globalization Development and Governance
2. IR 759: International Institutions for Finance and Development
3. EC 522 Development Strategies
4. SPH GH 770 Poverty, Health, and Development
5. GE 600 Environment and Development
6. IR 621 Global Governance, Economic Development, & Human Rights

Students take 3 electives (12 credits) based on their specific interests to be approved by the Faculty Coordinator of the program if not on the list of already pre-approved courses that include the following:
1. EC 522 Development Strategies
2. EC 521 Development Theory and Policy
3. EC 565 Economic Institutions in Historical Perspective
4. IR/SOC 825 Women & Social Change in the Developing World
5. GSM PLSI 870 (3 credits) Strategies for Sustainable Development
6. LAW BK 935 (2 credits) Microfinance & Development
7. GE 660 Resource Economics
8. SO 890: Global Health: Politics, Institutions, and Ideology
9. IR 513 (PO 525) Bureaucracy & Governance: A Comparative Inquiry
10. IR 532 Trade Law & Development
11. IR 723 (PO 528) The Political Economy of Advanced Industrialized Societies
12. IR 520 (PO 562) The State and Public Purpose in Asia
13. IR 527 (PO 527) Political Economy of China
14. IR 587 Political Economy of the Middle East
15. IR 590 (PO 550) Political Economy of Latin America
16. IR 597 (GE 597) Development & Environment in Latin America
17. IR 711 (AN 711) Civil Society and the State
18. IR 758 Comparative Political Economy of China and India
19. SO 839 State Building & Failure in the Developing World
20. CAS GE 519 Energy, Society, and the Environment
21. IR 500 BRICS and Global Environmental Politics
22. GSM PL SI 870 (3 credits) Strategies for Sustainable Development
23. LAW BK 935 (2 credits) Microfinance & Development

Students in the MAGP Health specialization take SPH GH 770 Poverty, Health, and Development and SPH GH 745 Monitoring & Evaluation of International Health Programs (8 credits) and select sufficient coursework from the list below to bring their credit count for their track to at least 20 (students can also take other courses as part of their specialization with pre-approval from the Director of Graduate Studies):

- SPH BS 704 (3 credits) Introduction to Biostatistics
- SPH EP 713 (3 credits) Introduction to Epidemiology
- SPH GH 707 (4 credits) East Africa Field Practicum in Public Health & Environment (Summer)
- SPH GH 756 (4 credits) Analytical Methods for Pharmaceutical Systems Assessment
- SPH GH 757 (2 credits) Preventing Corruption in Health Programs
- SPH GH 773 (4 credits) Financial Management for Public Health
- SPH GH 795 (4 credits) Global AIDS Epidemic: Social & Economic Determinants, Impact, & Responses
- SO 890 (4 credits) Global Health: Politics, Institutions, and Ideology
- SPH GH 800 (2 credits) Clinical Development of a New Medicinal (BS 704, EP 713)
- SPH GH 805 (2 credits) Controversies in Global Control & Eradication of Infectious Diseases (BS 704, EP 713)
- SPH GH 811 (4 credits) Applied Research Methods in International Health (BS 704, EP 713)
- SPH GH 885 (2 credits) Global Trade, Intellectual Property, & Public Health
- SPH GH 888 (2 credits) Seminar on Global Health Policy Issues
- SPH PM 740 (4 credits) Comparative Health Systems and Policy in Industrialized and BRIC Countries